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Name: CLAREMONT

County: Surrey

District: Elmbridge (District Authority)

Parish: Non Civil Parish

label.localisation: Latitude: 51.359005

Longitude: -0.37366381

National Grid Reference: TQ1333363470

Map: Download a full scale map (PDF)

label.localisation: [51.3597764163332,-0.370350830338472], [51.3595810066819,-0.36997570035543],

[51.3596269155285,-0.36991446283636], [51.3596306106201,-0.369921513344655],

[51.3596526911982,-0.36989272097989], [51.3596490060927,-0.369886388284001],

[51.3597814794078,-0.369712915692783], [51.3597842657189,-0.369719280302274],

[51.3597917756957,-0.369709677467405], [51.3598041391916,-0.369693438782027],

[51.3598000046735,-0.36968712203697], [51.3598101511242,-0.369673116566885],

[51.3598512162798,-0.369619232117916], [51.359928942406,-0.369518082858434],

[51.3599330969132,-0.369525835240962], [51.3599542985663,-0.369498510045391],

[51.3599505934591,-0.369490741704655], [51.3600782126637,-0.36932390275338],

[51.3600819077907,-0.36933095328179], [51.3601039982084,-0.369302878168637],

[51.3600993842932,-0.369294423917069], [51.3601439845296,-0.369236104184685],

[51.3601806353948,-0.369188121125743], [51.3601947664453,-0.369169664854894],

[51.3602186044673,-0.369137936641607], [51.360228760842,-0.369124648744002],

[51.3602329053827,-0.369131683318113], [51.3602404253017,-0.369122798115056],

[51.3602514604926,-0.369108042640474], [51.3602477553595,-0.369100274282103],

[51.3603842021153,-0.368921628709037], [51.360388356662,-0.36892938111263],

[51.3604064523335,-0.368905038410999], [51.3604040654101,-0.3688950686791],

[51.3604376502717,-0.368852939423628], [51.3605418300581,-0.368714220508329],

[51.3605714002233,-0.368674388165449], [51.3606998870255,-0.368505359253564],

[51.3607054297897,-0.36851593508761], [51.3607279394148,-0.368485689741893],

[51.3607093835477,-0.368444694331335], [51.3607045001114,-0.368449176953962],

[51.360624454284,-0.368286838912492], [51.3606284289133,-0.368281670391432],

[51.3606140775571,-0.368252016670957], [51.360609214124,-0.368257934959991],

[51.3605291480385,-0.368094161938142], [51.3605335720608,-0.368088977440276],

[51.3605187612561,-0.368058621986918], [51.360513019028,-0.368066007879107],

[51.3604325232776,-0.36790368716031], [51.3604391542982,-0.367895551490043],

[51.3604234146405,-0.367863074634363], [51.3604167836221,-0.367871210306416],

[51.3603372264143,-0.367711729615497], [51.3603434180215,-0.367704327733394],

[51.3603285871159,-0.367672536884292], [51.3603237337135,-0.367679173019686],
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[51.3602413798167,-0.367512610628882], [51.3602444756141,-0.367508909682666],

[51.3602301040604,-0.367477820810218], [51.3602256900678,-0.367483723153009],

[51.3602206066161,-0.367473849399265], [51.3602062850675,-0.367446349660166],

[51.360201661017,-0.36743717775849], [51.3602074432172,-0.367432663124483],

[51.3601857411785,-0.367391780452949], [51.3601825053406,-0.367385431910412],

[51.3601541837906,-0.367418038593809], [51.3601578990369,-0.36742652461869],

[51.3600145435356,-0.367593210411667], [51.3600112877047,-0.367585426241626],

[51.3599909252983,-0.367608413486325], [51.3599955593371,-0.36761830318193],

[51.3598482189394,-0.367789438440254], [51.3598449731223,-0.367782372099644],

[51.3598246306764,-0.367806794803685], [51.3598283258934,-0.367813845169458],

[51.3596863180162,-0.367980480630142], [51.3596826328086,-0.36797414808552],

[51.359671567762,-0.367986750204253], [51.3596618309197,-0.367997868776224],

[51.3596637285192,-0.368004983019155], [51.3596243517329,-0.368050908851317],

[51.3595995852048,-0.368080515710204], [51.3595257049799,-0.368167166692084],

[51.3595220197824,-0.368160834154094], [51.3595016672552,-0.368184538706734],

[51.3595053824459,-0.368193024675472], [51.3593930040422,-0.368324133104888],

[51.3593699950593,-0.368350804560103], [51.3593662998745,-0.368343754219948],

[51.3593450585022,-0.368368208354116], [51.3593474254746,-0.368376742212618],

[51.3592302033977,-0.368515203431], [51.3592036591314,-0.368546309259071],

[51.3591894681999,-0.368560458479776], [51.3591913457733,-0.368566137062459],

[51.3591515193536,-0.368612077901921], [51.3590864768238,-0.368687640823842],

[51.3590554984611,-0.368723212918483], [51.3590522826851,-0.368718300042227],

[51.3590328288426,-0.368741972175054], [51.3590347363911,-0.368749804156301],

[51.3590174695835,-0.368769089629579], [51.3588940053621,-0.368911361320778],

[51.3588935827557,-0.368910459963995], [51.3588916883974,-0.368906416523618],

[51.3588695580913,-0.368931619867323], [51.3588711231263,-0.368935584516188],

[51.3588723544372,-0.368938702104172], [51.3588572865761,-0.368956460096521],

[51.3588290026015,-0.368989794592013], [51.3587648586187,-0.369065324521836],

[51.3587281378359,-0.369108281581281], [51.3587107445625,-0.369128628400461],

[51.358708084624,-0.369121202364158], [51.358690307879,-0.369071562978322],

[51.3586716123237,-0.369020519957717], [51.3586623244965,-0.368999305249031],

[51.3586539354691,-0.36897805862602], [51.3586474040052,-0.368961054948622],

[51.3586464752216,-0.368958933479695], [51.3586408825323,-0.368944769073378],

[51.3586357392431,-0.368930588708608], [51.3586306159394,-0.368917843941327],

[51.3586015341075,-0.368863579205398], [51.3585927556182,-0.368846655377436],

[51.3585816701529,-0.368825504592385], [51.3585706046724,-0.368805789409881],

[51.3585586203963,-0.36878467057151], [51.3585461967092,-0.368764285503485],

[51.3585309766614,-0.368736818273497], [51.358516206009,-0.368709335097741],

[51.3585028235356,-0.368684675227068], [51.3584885422537,-0.368660047299746],

[51.3584682088417,-0.368620553244792], [51.3584474360106,-0.368581792984249],

[51.3584321959292,-0.368552890286282], [51.3584165164351,-0.368524721366986],
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[51.3583995487789,-0.368492776245297], [51.3587166843539,-0.368165652319802],

[51.3589623864638,-0.367905537457731], [51.3591272783118,-0.367743936861051],

[51.3593230214965,-0.367534655444938], [51.3594233496705,-0.36743404611463],

[51.3594802437981,-0.367374327445332], [51.3596031429177,-0.367245324333118],

[51.3596761242705,-0.367179266274528], [51.3597049155957,-0.367153207149889],

[51.3597164899797,-0.367144895723691], [51.3597271655604,-0.367136616253423],

[51.3598190318871,-0.367082359475922], [51.359952752536,-0.367030923121332],

[51.3600065606243,-0.367020391551962], [51.360006888996,-0.367021498789296],

[51.3600140647232,-0.367019221232031], [51.3600416942656,-0.367014909225677],

[51.360242426613,-0.367005712507885], [51.3604402422871,-0.367007583158154],

[51.3605840000471,-0.367029158445903], [51.3606976033599,-0.367059575523924],

[51.3610096951185,-0.367145038967027], [51.3610674322168,-0.367156780827986],

[51.3611194063164,-0.367168091329972], [51.3613033855174,-0.367167079140639],

[51.3612665819175,-0.367434277456364], [51.3612502876227,-0.367664032230043],

[51.3612191424969,-0.368027783617779], [51.36119763679,-0.368284396783237],

[51.3611701120031,-0.368607986672089], [51.3611264965771,-0.368976632480446],

[51.3610780193724,-0.369396628468833], [51.3610417308761,-0.369591483617989],

[51.3610135758636,-0.369670349397428], [51.3609795477471,-0.369727174105275],

[51.3609490713485,-0.369739388050006], [51.3609227741853,-0.369751439238201],

[51.3609829203665,-0.369969558001307], [51.36093728293,-0.369993427526536],

[51.3608605582855,-0.3700851488047], [51.3607215499559,-0.370219991121413],

[51.3599985176206,-0.371006457081614], [51.3599720721077,-0.370947186481687],

[51.3599160762294,-0.370821685954091], [51.3599210791312,-0.370815635246636],

[51.3599348135208,-0.370799029308053], [51.3599713268222,-0.370754881906714],

[51.3599916683763,-0.37073028667137], [51.3599843781158,-0.370723363603267],

[51.3599752503155,-0.37071363304301], [51.359973862178,-0.370710809603641],

[51.3598815258668,-0.370537415589665], [51.3597808803986,-0.370348517404913],

[51.3597764163332,-0.370350830338472]

label.overview: Heritage Category: Park and Garden

Grade: I

List Entry Number: 1000324

Date first listed: 01-Jun-1984

Details

Extensive and complex pleasure grounds and park around a country mansion. Main phases C18 and early C19, with early C18

work by Sir John Vanbrugh with Charles Bridgeman and possibly Stephen Switzer, and William Kent with Thomas Greening;

mid C18 work by Lancelot Brown; and early C19 work by J W Hiort, J B Papworth, and A C Pugin. Claremont was highly

influential in the English landscape garden movement during the C18.
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NOTE This entry is a summary. Because of the complexity of this site, the standard Register entry format would convey neither

an adequate description nor a satisfactory account of the development of the landscape. The user is advised to consult the

references given below for more detailed accounts. Many Listed Buildings exist within the site, not all of which have been here

referred to. Descriptions of these are to be found in the List of Buildings of Special Architectural or Historic Interest produced

by the Department of Culture, Media and Sport.

HISTORIC DEVELOPMENT

In c 1709 Sir John Vanbrugh built a small villa for himself at Chargate Farm, near Esher. Vanbrugh sold the property in 1711

to his friend and patron, Thomas Pelham-Holles, Earl of Clare (later created Duke of Newcastle), who changed the name to

Claremont. Vanbrugh was employed to transform the house into a country mansion. With the assistance of Charles Bridgeman,

Vanbrugh also designed the surrounding garden and plantations from c 1715 onwards, the work including Vanbrugh's Belvedere

Tower (c 1715) and Bridgeman's turf amphitheatre, bowling green, round pond, planting, and paths. In c 1734 William Kent

was called in to extend and naturalise the gardens by enlarging Bridgeman's round pond into an irregular lake, with an island

and pavilion, planting groves of trees, laying out serpentine paths, and adding further buildings including a cascade at the head

of the lake. The Duke died in 1768 and Claremont was sold to Lord Clive of India in 1769, who demolished the house and

employed Lancelot Brown and Henry Holland to build a new one on a more elevated site. Brown also made alterations to

the landscape, altering the line of the ha-ha, diverting the Portsmouth Road, and planting the amphitheatre with cedars and

evergreens. Clive died in 1774 and Claremont was purchased by Lord Galway, and then by the Earl of Tyrconnel. In 1807 it

was purchased by Mr Rose-Ellis MP, and then in 1816 it was bought by the Commissioners of Woods and Forests for Princess

Charlotte of Wales and Prince Leopold of Saxe-Coburg. Princess Charlotte died later that year but Prince Leopold continued

to reside at Claremont, employing J W Hiort to direct the gardens. Papwoth and Pugin were both employed during this period

to build the Tea House, later Mausoleum, and the Camellia House. In 1831 Prince Leopold lent Claremont to Queen Victoria,

and from 1848 King Louis-Phillipe, ex-King of France and Queen Amelie lived at Claremont. Queen Amelie died in 1866 and

Queen Victoria bought an interest in the estate for her youngest son, the Duke of Albany, on his marriage. During the First

World War Claremont was used as a convalescent home and from 1916 it was let to a girls' school in Leatherhead. After the

Duchess of Albany's death in 1922 the property was sold to Sir W Corry, then to speculators in 1926, and finally to Mr E Eugen

Speyer in 1928. Large portions of the park were sold to a syndicate for housing development.

The house and remaining park were bought by Claremont School and in 1949, the National Trust was given c 20ha of the

gardens, known as 'Claremont Lake and Woods' and managed by Elmbridge Borough Council. This land was restored by the

National Trust between 1975 and 1980 as 'Claremont Landscape Gardens' and from 1979, the Trust took over the management

of the land. The school and the National Trust continue (2000) to be the main owners and the remaining land is in divided,

private use.

SUMMARY DESCRIPTION

The site is situated on the south side of Esher, in the county of Surrey. It is bounded by the A244 to the east and the A307 to

the west, with C20 housing development and a late C19 golf course encroaching on the former parkland to the north, east, and

south. Remnants of open land survive to the south-west (West End Common), south-east (Arbrook Common), and beyond a

belt of C20 housing, to the south (Esher Common). The c 58ha site is laid out on gently sloping ground, with the house on a

natural plateau and a higher ridge of ground immediately to the south-west.

The main approach to the house is from the north, off Copsem Lane (A244) and leads between North and South Lodges (Henry

Holland 1770, listed grade II, with late C18 gate piers, listed grade II) and then south-west for c 700m along an C18 drive to

The Close (the former C18 coach house and stables, listed grade II). From here the drive divides: one branch continues in a

straight line to a former entrance in the south-east corner, another branch curves south-west, up to the house, and then south-

east back to the main drive. A further branch leads west between C18 to C20 buildings to the north of the house, to a car park

and then by a late C20 drive, to an exit on Portsmouth Road (A307). The approach to Claremont Landscape Gardens is from

the south-west and leads off the A307 and then by a short C20 drive to a car-parking area on the north-west side of the lake.
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The site consists of extensive pleasure grounds, park, woodland, and former kitchen gardens, the house being separated from

the main area of pleasure grounds. Claremont house (1770 by Henry Holland, Lancelot Brown, and John Soane for Lord Clive,

replacing the early C18 house by Vanbrugh, listed grade I) is sited on a natural plateau near the centre of the site. There are

views from the house to the west over open parkland and to the east over former C18 parkland, now playing fields. The open

ground is backed by planting by Brown to the north and south of the house, with shrubberies and mature trees. Further playing

fields on former parkland lie to the north-west of the house. To the north-east of the house lies the former walled kitchen garden

of c 3.6ha (early C18 brick walls, attributed to Vanbrugh, listed II*), the divided areas of which were largely developed in the

C20 with detached houses and gardens. The south-west division remains undeveloped and retains its C19 layout. White Cottage

(Vanbrugh c 1720, listed grade II*) and the former coach house (The Close, now Claremont Junior School) adjoin the outside

of the south wall, and the Gardener's House (late C18, listed grade II) is located on the northern end of the west wall. An C18

tunnel links the kitchens in the basement of the house to a path leading to the walled gardens, adjacent to which are a range of

C20 buildings within areas of C18 shrubbery. Tennis courts lie to the south of the house, partly screened by C18 shrubberies,

with further C20 buildings to the south of these, c 200m south of the house. In the north-east corner of the site, c 300m north-

east of the house, is a large, early C18 rectangular pond, known as Stable Pond, surrounded by mature C19 trees.

On the south-east tip of a natural ridge, c 200m to the south-west of the house, is an early C18 Belvedere by Vanbrugh (listed

grade II*). The Belvedere,of two storeys with three-storey battlemented corner towers, is approached from the gardens around

the house by winding C18 paths up the side of the mount, which is densely planted with shrubs. The main C18 approach to

the Belvedere was from the west by the c 250m long axial turf walk, along gently rising ground between woodland and with

a rectangular bowling green (early C18, modified by Kent), flanked by yews and earthwork ramparts, situated approximately

midway along the walk; the approach is now (2000) blocked by a C20 fence and gate across the eastern end. The walk forms

the northern limit of the pleasure grounds (now Claremont Landscape Gardens) which have a circuit walk with interconnecting

serpentine paths, based on the early C18 layout by Bridgeman, later altered and extended by Kent. The planting includes C18

and C19 exotics, largely conifers, and large early to mid C18 specimen oak, lime, and sweet chestnut, with mid C18 evergreens

and cedars planted by Brown.

At the western end of the turf walk, a path leads south to the head of an early C18 turf amphitheatre designed by Bridgeman

(restored 1975-80 by the NT). The foundations of a Mausoleum (designed as a Tea House by Papworth and Pugin in 1817 and

demolished in the 1920s) stand on a platform above the amphitheatre, overlooking the lake and surrounding pleasure grounds

to the south. A walk known as Nine Pin Alley leads east, past the foundation remains of an C18 temple, to the east side of the

gardens, with the remains of a C19 Camellia House (Papworth 1824, of which the raised beds survive) on the Camellia Terrace

(with early C19 iron balustrading) to the north of the Alley and an C18 Thatched House (rebuilt C19, listed grade II) in a glade

to the south of the Alley, both set within C18 and C19 woodland and shrubberies, intersected by gravel and grass paths. The

eastern end of Nine Pin Alley joins a path which runs north to the Camellia Terrace, or south-west alongside a serpentine ditch

(by Kent, altered by Brown to align with the house) and a ha-ha (by Brown to replace Vanbrugh and Bridgeman's bastioned and

ramparted enclosure) through open lawns with mature trees towards a lake which dominates the southern half of the pleasure

grounds. An early C18 temple (listed grade II) on an island forms the focal point of views across the lake, which was enlarged

and altered by Kent from Bridgeman's round pond on the site. A grotto (listed grade II) at the southern end was adapted in the

mid C18 from an early C18 cascade by Kent.

REFERENCES

Note: There is a wealth of material about this site. The key references are cited below.

C Campbell, Vitruvius Britannicus (1725) Country Life, 2 (18 December 1897), pp 688-90; 10 (14 December 1901), pp 776-81;

63 (21 January 1928), pp 80-8; 165 (17 May 1979), pp 1547-50 N Pevsner et al, The Buildings of England: Surrey (1971),

pp 160-2 P M Cooper, The Story of Claremont (5th edn 1972) Claremont Landscape Garden, guidebook, (National Trust

1988) Claremont: Storm Damage 1987, Grant Aid Application to English Heritage, (National Trust 1990) C K Currie, An

Archaeological and Historical Survey of the Claremont Landscape Garden, Esher, Surrey, 2 vols, (report for National Trust

1999)
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Maps Plan of the Garden and Plantations of Claremont in Surrey (in Campbell 1725) John Rocque, Plan of Claremont, 1738

(reproduced in guidebook) John Rocque, One of the Seats of his Grace the Duke of Newcastle, 1750 (reproduced in guidebook)

J Rocque, Map of Surrey, surveyed c 1762, published 1768

OS 25" to 1 mile: 1st edition surveyed 1866-7, published 1879 2nd edition revised 1894-5, published 1897 3rd edition revised

1912, published 1914

Description written: May 2000 Register Inspector: CB Edited: April 2003

Legal

This garden or other land is registered under the Historic Buildings and Ancient Monuments Act 1953 within the Register of

Historic Parks and Gardens by Historic England for its special historic interest.


